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Abstract: Predictions of the imminent demise of Indigenous cultures have circulated
among Western intellectuals for more than two hundred years. Capitalism, Christianity,
and Western civilization were thought by 19th century scholars to be on the verge of
eradicating global cultural variation. Contemporary scholars have revived these views,
suggesting that not only were Indigenous cultures about to succumb to Western hegemony,
these forces were poised to bring about the end of history itself. What unites these
perspectives are an ideology stressing asymmetrical power relations between the West and
Indigenous cultures, and the proposition that only Western intervention is capable of
rescuing Indigeneity. This paper examines the current crisis of Indigenous cultural
sustainability, arguing that the epistemology informing many of these perspectives remain
largely unchanged from their 19th century precursors. Citing case studies in archaeology
and cultural heritage management, I suggest a ground-up approach to cultural sustainability
in which Western institutions and individuals serve only the expressed desires and at the
invitation of Indigenous peoples. Such restraint represents both recognition of Indigenous
sovereignty regarding all cultural preservation efforts, as well as the dynamic,
ever-changing nature of culture itself.
Keywords: culture; sustainability; epistemology; archaeology; culture heritage

1. Introduction
Since the discipline’s founding in the waning days of the 19th century, American anthropology has
possessed several unique characteristics. Reflecting the principal intellectual concerns of its most
influential initial proponent, Franz Boas, the first generation of American anthropologists was
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concerned with studies of the various Indigenous peoples of the Americas (hereafter referred to
as Amerinds) [1,2]. These groups were of particular importance to Boasians because they believed
Amerind cultures faced imminent extinction due to the pervasiveness of normative American
culture [2,3]. The largely unspoken epistemology informing these views was a belief in the superior
qualities–both material and immaterial–of Western culture. The eventual assimilation of Amerind
peoples into the dominant Americans cultural mainstream was regarded as inevitable. Thus, early
American anthropologists formed a phalanx devoted to recording every aspect of Amerind societies
before their extinction, including languages, customs, mythologies, physical traits, and excavations of
their ancient settlements. Such immersive study led to inevitable parody, with a common joke told
among the Navajo suggesting that the average 20th century Navajo family consisted of
“a grandmother, mother, father, three children, and an anthropologist.” Not coincidentally, this holistic
approach was also to result in yet another unique aspect of American anthropology, a four-field
approach stressing the importance of Ethnology, Biology, Linguistics, and Archaeology to our
understanding of culture.
Although Boasian concern for the imminent extinction of Amerind cultures seems somewhat
ethnocentric by contemporary standards, it represented the “cutting edge” of social science research for
its time. During an era when most believed Amerind cultures were incapable of providing meaningful
insight into the human condition or had been irredeemably altered by four centuries of encroachment
by Europeans and Americans, Boas and his students argued many important aspects of Indigenous
culture remained to be “salvaged” [2,4]. In addition, Boas was a primary advocate for the controversial
view of cultural relativism, a belief in the inherent equality of all human societies. It thus seems odd
that someone so committed to the notion of cultural understanding in a non-judgmental framework
would presuppose that the Indigenous cultures he studied would be overwhelmed inescapably by the
very culture of which he was a part.
Fortunately, predictions of mass cultural extinction among Amerind groups proved wrong. That is
not to say that the more than 500 years of cultural interaction between themselves, Europeans, and
Americans have not witnessed dramatic change in Amerind cultures, nor is it to suggest that
contemporary concerns for the cultural sustainability of these same groups are not well founded.
What is clear, however, is that Boasians underestimated the resilient nature of culture. These early
anthropologists commonly employed equilibrium models where culture was conceived as static and
deterministic, controlling the actions, beliefs, and dispositions of individuals [5]. For Boasians, culture
was a distinct whole, a unity encompassing all forms of social knowledge and practice. Thus, these
scholars stressed homeostatic views of cultures, where change came about through the application of
external forces rather than internal evolution. Change was therefore anathema to the system, with too
much change representing the death—or extinction—of an entire cultural system [2,6].
Contemporary anthropology largely has rejected these views, but for many non-anthropologists,
these homeostatic, normative views of culture continue to predominate conceptions of both Amerind
and global Indigenous cultures. This is certainly the case in much of the recent literature on cultural
sustainability generated within the ecological community ([7,8, see critiques in [9-12]).
Anthropologists no longer conceive of culture as a discrete whole in complete unity with itself, but as a
dynamic, interactive network of contingencies and possibilities. Instead of proscribing action, culture
offers innumerable opportunities for variation, creativity, dialectical self-evaluation, and alteration [13].
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Rather than dooming the unique ways of life of Amerind groups to inevitable extinction, culture’s
inherent flexibility allowed groups to survive massive depopulation due to European-introduced
diseases (estimated as high as 90%) [14], dispossession of their ancestral homelands, the removal of
their youth from their communities by mandatory government-sponsored reeducation programs, active
suppression of their religions and languages, widespread institutional discrimination, and other
benevolent attempts to “civilize the savage.” Explicit recognition of the inherent self-sustaining
capabilities of culture among scholars in the ecological community will result in very different
understanding of the processes of culture change, survival, and sustainability.
In this paper I examine the epistemological basis for various programs designed to aid Amerinds
and other Indigenous groups in sustaining their cultures against the onslaught of globalization and
other forces of change. Although most such efforts are based in good intentions, those advocating these
programs frequently build their perspectives of Indigenous cultures on flawed views of what culture is
and what culture does. Thus, many of these efforts fail to recognize the inherent ethnocentrism of
views equating Indigeneity with a state of nature [15–20]. Such equivalencies are generated and
perpetuated both through naiveté of cultural resiliency and intellectual traditions (like that of
the Boasians) that seek to maintain cultures at particular historical moments and deny them the
possibility of change; resulting in the equivalent of a culture fossilized in amber, maintaining its
present form in perpetuity. Not only are these views misguided and theoretically under-informed, they
are harmful to the very Indigenous peoples these purport to help because they create—and perpetuate
anew—views of Indigenous peoples as passive victims of modernization and globalization.
In addition, Western voices all too frequently seek to speak for Indigenous peoples on a global scale,
advancing Western discourses based in cults of scientific expertise while creating a unified,
one-size-fits-all caricature of non-Western cultures and peoples [13,21,22]. Such views are certainly
popular among Western change-agents when meeting at the United Nations or in other venues
exemplifying Western power, but they often prove less convincing to those on the frontlines of
Indigenous struggle. After all, if the last five centuries have made anything clear to Amerinds and
other Indigenes, it is that when Western actors suggest they are undertaking an action designed to help
them, things are probably going to get much worse in the very near future [23–26]. Cases of good
intentions gone awry are not confined merely to the activities of the International Monetary Fund,
World Bank, or other international development agencies, but plague almost every effort made by
Western institutions (and individuals) on behalf of Indigenes lacking adequate consultation.
Finally, I present several case studies from American anthropological archaeology, my particular
sub-field, some where the “good intentions” of academic professionals at creating sustainability have
resulted in unexpected conflict with Indigenes over the best way to preserve important aspects of
culture and local environments. I have also chosen examples from archaeology because it is a
“cross-cultural and transhistorical” discipline “with the ability to reflect upon the human condition
throughout time and in various places … [and] contribute to the making of the emerging global
society” ([27], p. 217). I suggest that the appropriate role for anthropologists, and every specialist
engaged in cultural and ecological sustainability efforts (regardless of academic discipline), is that of
advocate, not organizer. Academics are accustomed to being the best-educated, most experienced
problem-solver in most professional engagements. Such experience makes it common for us to seek
control of sustainability efforts when working with Amerinds and other Indigenes. The accumulated
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evidence of past experience, however, suggests that we must actively resist “volunteering” our
expertise when it has not been requested, but serve instead as ready allies and accomplices in
Indigenous-generated cultural sustainability efforts.
2. Defining Culture
Franz Boas was certainly not the first voice to raise concerns that Amerind and other Indigenous
cultures were on the verge of extinction with the dawn of the 20th century [8,28]. The pervasive views
of that era stressed the racial and cultural inferiority of non-Western peoples. Such perspectives began
with the apparently benign premise that Western Europe had progressed from “savagery” to
“civilization” because of inherent intellectual abilities [29]. The answers commonly offered to explain
a comparative lack of technological and sociological sophistication on the part on non-Western groups
were not so benevolent. Non-Western societies were seen as having failed to progress due to any
number of maladaptations, but underlying most of these explanations was an idea that members of
these groups lacked the intellectual capabilities necessary to enable cultural progress [30]. Such views
were so insidious that even when evidence of Indigenous cultural complexity was discovered, it was
explained away using convoluted logics that make absolute mockeries of Occam’s razor.
Thus, stone-faced pyramids in Central and South America were interpreted not as evidence of
Indigenous cultural development, but the result of ancient Egyptians having visited the Americas.
Tens of thousands of earthen mounds in North America were not seen as the product of Amerind
ingenuity, but that of ancient Israelites, Phoenicians, Welsh sailors, or Atlanteans [31–33]. In Southern
Africa, the massive city of Great Zimbabwe was ascribed to the efforts of Phoenicians, Arab traders,
King Solomon, and the Queen of Sheba–almost anyone it appears, but the dark-skinned
Shona-speaking peoples who inhabited the region at the time of its construction [34].
Although most of these racist, Eurocentric views predated by centuries the establishment of the
discipline of Anthropology, Franz Boas, himself a German immigrant to the United States from a
prominent Jewish family, invested considerable effort to counter them [10]. His then radical vision was
one in which all cultures were equal, with differences in technological complexity not the result of
inherent racial abilities, but rather historical accident. These views were to form the basis for Boasian
cultural relativism, a hallmark of Anthropological practice that continues to influence the direction of
the discipline. Although the prospect of cultural relativism may not appear revolutionary to a modern
audience, it is important to remember that this idea was developed amid the same intellectual milieu
that produced apologia for European empires as part of “The White Man’s Burden” [35,36].
However, despite their relativistic perspectives, Boasian anthropology was itself the product of a
particular historical moment. Theirs was an era in which Amerind societies largely had been removed
from the eastern half of North America and had experienced tremendous dislocative forces–both
culturally and physically. The long-term impacts of these forces were seen as inevitably resulting in
the acculturation of Native peoples, where their smaller-scale societies would be swallowed up by the
larger, more complex culture of the expanding United States [37]. Thus, the melting pot of America
was not designed to blend the cultural attributes of each individual group into an amalgam, but was
instead a crucible in which the unique characteristics of various ethnic and cultural groups would be
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forever purged to perpetuate a collective national American culture. For Boasians, this processes
demanded immediate salvage ethnography of Amerind cultures.
As stated previously, the widespread and imminent demise of Amerind cultures proposed by
Boasians did not occur. Many cultural practices and languages most certainly have been irretrievably
lost to the forces we now recognize as part of globalization, but what most interests me in this essay is
the way in which the majority of Amerind and Indigenous cultures persisted, despite the accumulated
cultural assaults of the past five hundred years of global history. With that said, many would counter
immediately by questioning whether 16th century Cherokees would recognize their 21st
century descendants. Would the Kayapo, Hopi, or Ch’orti’ Maya? Such questions betray
a pervasive—and particularly insidious—Western ontology that demands of Indigenes a litmus test of
cultural authenticity to which it does not subject itself [38]. It is common to speak of English,
American, Irish, or French cultures without demanding in-depth examinations of the dramatic changes
all have undergone since the 17th century, or suggesting these cultures have become extinct. Thus, the
concept of change does not appear to be an impediment to general discussions and understandings of
culture, unless, apparently, such discussions are applied to Indigenes!
By the 1950s, some American anthropologists began moving beyond the immediacy of data
recovery, with a range of theoretical questions brought to bear on the immense data accumulated
during the prior decades of field research. During this era, anthropologists came to accept the principle
that cultures could—and did—evolve. Primarily led by the pioneering efforts of Leslie White and
Julian Steward, American anthropology began to embrace models of culture change. Building upon
earlier work by scholars such as Clark Wissler [39–41], White and Steward led a rising wave of
mid-Twentieth century American anthropologists embracing the notion that natural environments
played tremendously important roles in the process of change [42,43]. Steward’s field research in the
Great Basin led him to formulate the theory of cultural ecology, a perspective built upon the idea that
cultures adapt in concert with local natural environments. Rather than a strict environmental
determinism, however, Steward’s views left room for historical contingency, invention, diffusion, and
chance [43]. Steward’s views on the culture-nature relationship have become staples of the human
ecological literature, with his views apparently having a much larger contemporary following outside
the discipline of anthropology than within.
Although anthropology has long maintained the culture concept as one of its disciplinary
distinctions, over the past thirty years the concept has crept into almost every facet of the social
sciences and humanities. The successful expansion of cultural perspectives outside anthropology is in
large part the result of Clifford Geertz’s considerable intellectual footprint. Geertz, one of those rare
intellects whose impact transcended disciplinary boundaries, famously defined culture in an oblique
manner, stating, “Man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun. I take
culture to be those webs” ([44], p. 5). Geertz provided other, more transparent approximations of his
definition of culture, including culture as “… an historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied
in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men
communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes toward life” ([44], p. 89).
Such views place Geertzian anthropology squarely within a cognitive framework, where culture is
defined through the various interpretations of symbols and processes of meaning creation rather than a
script proscribing ideologies and behaviors. These views represent a challenge to older views of
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culture, like those advocated by Boas, Edward Burnett Tyler, Bronislaw Malinowski, and
Claude Levi-Strauss.
Postmodern theory further undermined normative views of culture, suggesting that culture itself is a
Western construct privileging external observers’ knowledge creation (etic) over that of insiders
(emic) [38]. From this perspective, anthropology—and the study of culture in general—serves only to
perpetuate the various forms of intellectual colonialism Western powers used to establish and justify
institutions of control over Indigenes in the first place. Thus, for postmodernists, it is impossible to
speak of culture in singular, normative, or monolithic terms. Instead, cultures consist of the various
social performative arenas in which a diversity of irreconcilable meanings are generated,
communicated, and interpreted—lacking anything resembling the coherency the concept represented
for prior intellectual traditions [13]. Although there remains considerable difference of opinion within
the social sciences and humanities regarding these radical definitional distinctions, the impacts of
postmodern philosophy on contemporary conceptions of culture cannot be overstated.
With such divergent philosophical differences besetting the discipline most closely associated with
the concept of culture, it is not surprising that those outside anthropology would employ definitions
with which they are more comfortable or that seem more concrete. Unfortunately, these perspectives
all too commonly reflect long-rejected notions of culture as brittle, normative, environmentally
determined, and place-bound. Statements affirming the “inextricable link” between cultural and
biological diversity, only reinforce such views, without adequately differentiating between the
mechanisms of cultural reproduction and those of biological systems [45]. Perhaps demonstrating the
pervasive influence of Julian Steward’s work, many scholars continue to espouse views equating
Indigenes with their natural environments, depicting these cultures as if they were merely another form
of apex predator, or perhaps more commonly, locally evolved guardians of the diversity of their
natural environments. This is why many scholars immediately see threats to biodiversity as
simultaneous threats to cultural diversity. Once again, Indigenes are rendered as timeless, place-bound
children of nature, while Westerners are allowed to operate within a very different epistemological
space, free to roam the globe, measure the passage of time with atomic precision, and actively alter
both their cultures and environments.
Frustratingly, just as outdated ecological models once suggested the existence of ‘normal’ baselines
for ecosystems rather than recognizing that all natural systems are subject to developmental cycles and
change, many continue to see Indigenous cultures through a similar static lens. Archaeologist and
cultural ecologist Clark Erickson suggests, “the ‘New Ecology’ provides a more sophisticated
perspective for understanding the dynamics of cultural landscapes than the traditional equilibrium and
homeostatic model… environments are dynamic and historically contingent” ([46], p. 635). As Fekri
Hassan eloquently states, “culture is a product not of coping with the environment, but of coping with
the human mind in the presence of others” ([27], p. 219). I suggest, following
Erickson [46–48], Balée [49–51], and others [52], that those concerned with Indigenous cultural
sustainability must adopt similar perspectives when considering cultural baselines and normalcy
among the groups they study.
The conflation of Indigenous cultures with natural environments has led to depictions of Indigenous
people as primitive ecologists, living in perfect harmony with each other and the natural
world [53–56]. An example of this thinking is found in depictions of cultural and evolutionary stability
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among the Bushmen of the Kalahari, with some suggesting that these were the living descendants of
more foraging groups that originated more than 40,000 years ago [57]. Thus, the implication was that
they were a stone-age people whose subsistence adaptations demonstrated the long-term stability of
“primitive” cultures in balance with their environment. However, as more recent anthropological
research by Robert Gordon [58] demonstrates, this illusion of cultural immutability owes more to the
collective imagination and representational categories of European colonists rather than anything
approaching anthropological or archaeological truth. There are most certainly very real threats to the
cultural survival of West African foragers, but bathing their history in the Western trope of the
vanishing “savage” does nothing to stem the tide of these cultural encroachments [58].
But why would some prefer misleading reconstructions of cultures and environments to
their actualities? As Jacob Gruber suggests, “The savage was the vulnerable party; it was he who was
so constantly the focus of salvage ethnography. The loss of the savage, so real to the anthropologist,
pointed up his value. Salvage provided the opportunity for human contact and human contrast.
Here savagery met civilization, the presumed past met the present, stability met change” ([10], p. 8).
Hinton goes further, suggesting that modernity itself demanded the creation of Indigenous peoples who
were the very opposites of civilized Europeans [59]. As Shepard Krech’s [60] recent analysis of the
pervasiveness and durability of these myths (despite ample evidence to their contrary) demonstrates,
there appears to be a deep-seated ontological need among many in the West for Indigenes to be, and
have been, ecological innocents. Thus, buttressed by the notion that some groups were capable of
living in harmony with nature, stark contrasts could be drawn with the well-documented
environmentally destructive tendencies of Western capitalism.
A parallel case is found in reconstructions of Lowland Maya civilization from the 1940s to
the 1960s. During this period, archaeologists and popular media portrayed ancient Maya city-states as
ecologically minded societies, ruled by star gazing priests who ruled over peaceful kingdoms [61,62].
These views became accepted dogma concerning the Classic Period Maya, despite a wide variety of
portrait art, elaborately painted ceramics, large polychrome murals, and other evidence that wide
spread warfare, violent conquest, and ritual human sacrifice were integral components of Maya
statecraft [63]. Additionally, sites like Copán, Honduras presented clear evidence of the role of
anthropogenic environmental degradation in the eventual decline of these polities [64]. But why would
archaeologists and others actively avoid engaging these sources of evidence in their reconstructions of
ancient Maya civilization? One explanation is that given the near continual warfare waged by Western
powers during the first half of the 20th century, the idea that complex city-states could have flourished
in relative peace and harmony presented a seductive counter-image to that of the carnage perpetrated
by Western nations [65]. After all, if the Maya could live in harmony, why not us? Thus, once again
Indigenous culture was appropriated to meet a Western existential/ontological crisis.
Although there are most certainly a range of very real threats posed to the survivability of global
Indigenous cultures, much of the epistemology underlying present claims of cultural and ecological
sustainability must be revised in light of contemporary anthropological perspectives on culture.
What are needed are intellectual projects that do not demand a priori Indigenous environmental
blamelessness [60]. In addition, these studies must recognize the autonomy and sovereignty of
Indigenes in shaping their own environmental development and conservation priorities [36]. Of course,
it would be exceptionally naïve to propose that Indigenous people are always treated as equal partners
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when Nation-states, multi-national corporations, or even philanthropically-minded NGOs propose
development schemes involving Indigenous lands and resources. However, Western actors must
explicitly acknowledge that Indigenes are fully modern people, not representatives of previous
evolutionary epochs from the remote cultural past.
Additionally, some scholars fail to appreciate the level of apprehension many Indigenous
people—and minorities in general—feel toward outside experts. Since scientists are commonly drawn
from the ranks of the same Western societies responsible for many of the forces negatively impacting
them, Indigenes often express skepticism regarding the motivations of the scientific community.
Even Amerind groups fully engaged with mainstream Western cultural institutions commonly
demonstrate high levels of mistrust regarding Western knowledge claims. As recent ethnographic
research by Brian Gilley [66] demonstrates, HIV/AIDS prevention efforts promoted by the Indian
Health Service (HIS) and local boards of health are often met with cynicism within
Amerind communities. In fact, many of these communities subscribe to specific forms of disease
etiology bordering on conspiracy theories, with some suggesting that HIV/AIDS was developed by the
United States government to complete the genocide began five centuries ago with the initial
introduction of European diseases previously unknown among Amerinds (e.g., smallpox, influenza).
Thus, condom use and other government-supported programs designed to prevent the spread of
HIV/AIDS frequently are seen as probable vehicles for the creation of additional cases of infection
among Amerinds.
Given the controversy surrounding claims made by Patrick Tierney [67] in the book, Darkness in
El Dorado: How Scientists and Journalists Devastated the Amazon, where he accuses geneticist James
Neal and anthropologist Napoleon Chagnon of precipitating a deadly outbreak of measles among the
Yanomami in the late 1960s, it is understandable that Indigenous peoples would remain slow to fully
embrace all external offers of help. Although Tierney’s most salacious claims were largely
contradicted by an American Anthropological Association inquiry, other cases in which anthropology
has been misused have left the discipline open to criticism and suspicion. Perhaps most damaging was
the involvement of several prominent American social scientists—including anthropologists—in a
clandestine 1960s Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) operation, codenamed Project Camelot, designed
to provide information useful for predicting and controlling potential political unrest in Chile [68].
Additional revelations concerning secret nuclear radiation studies conducted on the citizens of Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, the Tuskegee syphilis experiment, the forced sterilization of many Indigenes during
the eugenics movement, and other clandestine United States government research on its citizens
(some real and others imagined) have resulted in even the non-Indigenous expressing concern about
the benevolent intentions of both the scientific community and government. Former U.S. President
Ronald Reagan tapped into pervasive fears and mistrust of government when he stated, “The nine most
terrifying words in the English language are: I’m from the government, and I’m here to help” [69].
With apprehension among Indigenes and considerable epistemological baggage among the
scientific community, how then can Western forces best serve the cultural sustainability needs of
Indigenous communities? As previously suggested, collaboration is possible, but it requires a
willingness on the part of Western scholars to recognize the cultural expertise of the Indigenous.
Rather than directing cultural conservation efforts, sustainability efforts must prioritize local
knowledge over Western science and our forms of knowledge creation. Finally, rather than seeing
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change as anathema to cultural continuity and survival, it must be seen as a natural part of cultural
evolution when mediated by internal cultural forces. Otherwise, we run the risk of continuing to crush
Indigenous cultures under the weight of Western scientific expertise, projecting colonialist ontologies
and existential priorities onto them, and making Indigenes something other than full members of the
modern human community [21,22].
3. Cultural Hybridity and Reindigenization
Given its long history of engagement with non-Western societies, anthropology has produced a
litany of studies related to efforts at cultural preservation, often under the harshest conditions of
globalism [70–77]. However, unlike theories of dependency or World Systems developed in other
social sciences in which the peripheries of history, culture, and economic development are populated
by powerless, faceless Indigenes, most contemporary anthropologists ground their studies in analyses
of Indigenous agency and resistance. This subtle, yet meaningful shift in perspective allows us to avoid
seeing Indigenous culture change as an either/or dichotomy where they either become extinct when
confronted with expanding Western cultural hegemony or must be rendered timeless and unchanging,
like a well-worn photographic image. Anthropologists see ample room for cultural hybridity, where
Indigenous cultures accommodate new social dimensions—a space where Diana Loren [70] suggests,
“familiar meets unfamiliar”—but within Indigenous frames of reference [77]. Thus, cultural hybridity
theory suggests that new cultures form within these engagements, representing not necessarily the end
of a culture, but a new beginning. Viewed from this perspective, culture change doesn’t mean the
inevitable loss of culture, but a creative space where new forms of cultural understanding
(and practice) are developed in the dynamism that exists in cross-cultural engagement [70].
Although developing these ideas more completely is beyond the immediate scope of this paper, views
of hybridity have come to radically alter not only our understanding of culture change but language
development and preservation as well.
Additionally, archaeologists see Indigenous interactions with the environment in vastly different
ways than other scholars interested in these relationships. Instead of seeing an “inextricable link”
between human cultures and their physical environments due to connections with subsistence
resources, where threats to landholdings automatically equate threats to cultural continuity,
archaeologists see these links in largely psychosocial terms. Landscapes are important to cultures not
only because of their resource potential, but also because of their deep-seated symbolic meanings.
As historical ecologists have repeatedly demonstrated [78–80], cultural landscapes are far more than
the sum total of their physical properties. Carl Sauer [81] suggests that these “cultural landscapes” are
“fashioned from the natural landscape by a culture group. Culture is the agent, the natural area is the
medium, the cultural landscape the result.” Similar ideas are expressed by William Balée [79],
Roy Rappaport [80], and various other scholars who propose that historical ecology permits a
deeper—culturally and historically nuanced–understanding of the complex relationships between
people and their environments. Thus, particular locations are also important to individual groups
because their cultural mythologies are commonly tied to landscape features. Additionally, most
cultures have deep connections to place through ties to the physical remains of their deceased ancestors
and ancient occupational sites as well. Thus, alienation from traditional territories represents a very
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different form of cultural threat than is appreciated by many scholars. As is demonstrated in each of
the examples I discuss below, particular physical locations are vital to the health and continuity of
Indigenous cultures and must be appreciated in the social terms as well.
In addition to the formation of new cultures, anthropologists have also witnessed—with growing
regularity—explicit efforts to reinvigorate earlier cultural practices. Jackson and Ramirez [82] have
examined the mobilization of language, material objects, and newly formed “rhetorics of indigeneity”
in expressions of cultural revitalization among the Yanacona peoples of Columbia. They identify this
as a case of “reindigenization,” an explicit attempt to reverse the effects of acculturation and recover
their Indigenous culture and identity. Unfortunately for the Yanacona and other groups attempting to
revive past practices in the present, governments, NGOs, and other institutional forces have established
the official criteria for defining “authentic” Indigenes, a legal recognition process that demands forms
of genetic, cultural, and historical documentation that are commonly beyond the means of local groups
to demonstrate [82]. Even when officials acquiesce to local assertions of Indigeneity, these claims are
often challenged by outsiders (including government officials) in derisive language and assertions that
those considered ‘newly minted’ Indigenes are engaged in political or economic opportunism.
Claims of ethnic continuity frequently center on claims related to “blood and soil” [82–87], with
those capable of demonstrating long-term connections to certain locales afforded greater degrees of
Indigenousness. Lynn Meskell [85] refers to these arguments as assertions of “territorial ethnicity” in
which claims of ancestral connections to lands are made the basis of claims of identity. Thus, those
claiming a “inextricable link” between cultural degradation and the loss of cultural diversity may have
valid points, but not in the form such language originally suggested. In addition to the priority of land
claims in assertions of Indigeneity, claims of connections to the distant past are also effective means of
asserting Indigenous identities—thus the importance of having access to major archaeological
sites [13,85–87]. However, to dwell merely on connections to the past runs the risk of continuing the
practice of seeing Indigenous peoples as a different category of person from other modern peoples.
Ian Hodder ([13], p. 877) examines this notion, stating “when a notion of inherent rights is linked to
the notion that persons derive their rights to heritage by descent, the result is a dangerous conception of
cultural heritage as basic, fundamental, God-given, absolute. In fact, we know that cultural identities
are endlessly mixed, fluid, contested, shared.” In addition, as Arjun Appadurai [88] suggests, it is not
enough to build Indigenous identity around connections to a distant past, what is required are
expressions of future hopes and aspirations.
Li [83] argues that resurgent claims of Indigenous identities are intimately tied to efforts countering
dispossessions of tradition, history, culture, and land brought about by global capitalism. At the same
time, the power of these claims has been recognized by forces opposed to development: “From the
array of mechanisms through which capitalism is linked to indigeneity and dispossession, the one that
stands out in the contemporary period is … indigenous people up against wholesale displacement by
dams, plantations, and other megaprojects. People resisting these projects who can argue that it is not
just livelihoods but culturally distinct and ecologically sound ways of life that are being destroyed have
captured public attention” ([83], p. 395). Unfortunately, such efforts usually seek to build a protective
wall around Indigenes rather than equipping them with the cross-cultural knowledge necessary to
counteract dispossessive forced in the long-term [83]. Hodder ([13], p. 870) views these “exclusionary”
physical, historical, and cultural spaces as inherently flawed, stating, “Claims to the past based on
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fixed boundaries and close associations between people and cultures are contradicted by the evidence
that culture is passed down through complex and fluid channels, heritage is continually being
reproduced and reinterpreted, human groups and cultures are in the long term open and in flux.”
4. Cultural Collaboration
I now turn to several examples of the contributions anthropological archaeology is making to
contemporary cultural and environmental preservation efforts. I have chosen cases where the solutions
to cultural sustainability might be considered less than ideal from the perspective of
Western observers. Although the examples I present are based in archaeology, each involves scholars
working closely with Indigenous communities as landscapes, ancient archaeological sites,
environmental resources, and notions of culture heritage are all used as principal elements of cultural
sustainability programs. Although archaeology is commonly thought of as dealing with ancient
cultures, even this discipline can be of use to contemporary Indigenous peoples as they marshal aspects
of the past to craft unique cultural identities in the present and look toward the future. What unites
these cases is a particular form of collaborative engagement between anthropologists and Indigenous
peoples that prioritizes the desires of local communities, rather than those of Western scholars.
4.1. Returning Raised Field Agriculture to the Lake Titicaca Basin
In the 1980s and 1990s, archaeologist Clark Erickson of the University of Pennsylvania undertook a
series of archaeological investigations in the Lake Titicaca basin of Bolivia and Peru. The accepted
wisdom of the time, based on prior archaeological and historical environmental studies, was that the
Titicaca basin and most of the South Central Andes experienced a centuries-long drought that led to
general cultural collapse around A.D. 1150 [89]. Based in ‘New Ecology’ rather than traditional
environmental determinist perspectives, Erickson’s research has provided ample evidence of cultural
continuity during this period and led him to question the extent of this purported collapse.
Erickson ([46], p. 641) documented a range of long-standing cultural responses to drought mitigation
representing a “complex indigenous knowledge system that includes a sophisticated agricultural
technology and elaborate social strategies to mitigate both short- and long-term climatic fluctuations.
This knowledge has been worked out and fine-tuned by hundreds of generations of farmers. It has been
passed down through daily practices and oral history from generation to generation.”
One of the principal forms this knowledge takes is the construction of raised agricultural fields both
within Lake Titicaca itself and along lake margins. These are relatively modest constructions, rising no
more a half-meter, but surrounded by artificial canals approximately 1.0–1.5 m in depth [46–48].
Erickson collaborated with local Quechua, Aymara, and Uru peoples, moving from a primarily
historical interest in the nature of Andean agricultural productivity to a series of experiments in the
productive capacities of these agricultural systems. Results of these experiments revealed that
subsistence crop production could be more than doubled using these systems, even when compared to
more “modern” agricultural practices utilizing artificial fertilizers [47]. Furthermore, these systems are
capable of sustaining such yields for several years due to the natural production of nitrogen fixing
algae in their surrounding canals. Canals also serve to conserve rainfall, control lake levels, mitigate
seasonal droughts, and promote the development of useful aquatic plants and fish [46–48].
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Despite the promising results of Erickson’s raised field agricultural experiments, local farmers have
been slow to adopt these practices. Erickson suggests that some of this reluctance is based in the
cultural conservatism that often greets the introduction of novel subsistence practices. Although raised
fields were the dominant form of local agriculture in the pre-Hispanic past, until Erickson’s work, local
farmers had abandoned those traditions and accepted Western-introduced farming practices.
In addition, raised field agricultural practices have been promoted by many political Leftists as
representing a return to the communal traditions of the Andean past [47]. Thus, close association with
a set of political and social ideologies that have led to bloodshed and revolutionary insurgencies in the
region have also reduced the potential impact of these reintroduced practices. A final obstacle seems to
be present land-holding practices in the Titicaca region that thwart opportunities to build the contiguous
networks necessary for these raised field systems to reach their maximum levels of productivity [47].
Despite these impediments, Erickson’s work—limited in scale though it is—has produced far more
positive impacts on local agricultural practices than other agro-development projects imported into the
Andes from external agricultural experts. The reintroduction of raised field agriculture also promises a
level of environmental and cultural sustainability not offered by these other schemes. As Erickson and
Candler ([48], p. 245) suggest, competing land development efforts in the region “are ecologically
unsound, relying on introduced crops and farming practices developed for completely different
environmental zones. More importantly, these systems are socially and economically inappropriate,
relying on heavy capital inputs such as mechanization, petro-chemicals, and imported seed.”
4.2. Restoring Indigenous Connections to Copán
One of the unfortunate truths of archaeological research is that many of the sites critical to our
research are endangered by modern development. Like any endangered resource, there are only so
many 1,000 or 100,000 year old archaeological sites that can provide useful information on the
human past. The destruction of any archaeological site thus represents a permanent negative impact to
our ability to recover specific knowledge about the past. To combat this destruction, many nations
have passed preservation laws designed to protect these vital historical and cultural resources. In the
case of major archaeological sites, like those designated World Heritage Sites, government protection
has been offered to ensure that these critical resources will be protected from development [13,82–87].
Although these efforts afford greater levels of protection for these sites, a common, unintended side
effect has been the distancing of modern Indigenes from places vital to their cultural patrimony.
Thus, not only have many sites been placed off limits to potential developers, they have also been
placed off limit to groups descended from those who build and occupied these important places.
An unfortunate example of this heritage distancing is found at the archaeological site of
Copán, Honduras. Defined as the “alienation of contemporary inhabitants of a landscape from the
tangible remains or intangible practices of the past”, distancing groups from aspects of their cultural
patrimony also “denies the heritage rights of indigenous peoples” and “endangers the conservation of
ancestral landscapes” ([87], p. 80). At Copán, the local Ch’orti’ Maya have been alienated from the
site, left out of important discussions about conservation and excavation, and remain invisible in the
dissemination of site information to tourists [87]. Thus, visitors to Copán are not encouraged to see
cultural links between contemporary Indigenes living in the site’s vicinity, but are instead left to
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contemplate the enigmatic collapse and disappearance of the once powerful Maya. As Long and Smith
suggest, “… nation states use the World Heritage system to further their own development and
political agenda … [in ways that have] little to do with preservation of heritage for its ‘intrinsic
value’” ([90], p. 174). Furthermore, Ian Hodder [13] and Lynn Meskell [85] question such actions on
behalf of the heritage preservation community on the bases of both human rights and social justice.
Over the past decade, the exclusion of local groups from Copán and other major archaeological sites
in Mexico, Belize, and Guatemala, has led to political activism on the part of Amerind groups and
increased assertions of Indigenous ethnic identity [87]. Ch’orti’ suggest that their lack of access to
Copán and other major sites represents nothing less than the colonization and commodification of their
past [84,86,87]. Additionally, with knowledge of the profit to be made through participation in the
elicit international antiquities trade, some contemporary Maya are now considered threats to site
conservation at both well-known sites like Copán and those that lack official government protection.
Since the massive profit generated by tourist activities at their ancestral sites largely bypass Amerind
hands, can it be at all surprising that some would turn to the antiquities trade as their only viable way
of profiting from their own cultural heritage? McAnany, Parks, and Murata [86,87] view this trade in
looted antiquities (a violation of both national and international laws in almost all cases) as one of the
hidden forces of globalization acting to further distance modern Ch’orti’ from their own cultural past.
Parks, McAnany, Murata and others are working with local Maya groups in a collaborative effort to
mitigate the “disenfranchisement of local communities from a distant past and [rectify] the absence of
dialogue about the significance and value of pre-Columbian heritage beyond that of commodification
for tourism ...” ([87], p. 85). These efforts at Copán, and similar programs at other major culture
heritage centers and archaeological sites globally, are now seen as part of an overarching framework of
International human rights, reserving a preferential place at the table for those with the closest cultural
connections to major archaeological sites [13,85–87]. At Copán, these actions include both education
outreach concerning the importance of archaeological conservation, the damages inflicted on culture
heritage by looting and the antiquities market, as well as the development of new economic
opportunities within the culture heritage sector for Ch’orti’ and other Maya. It should be noted that
these efforts are not directed by archaeologists, but are part of an explicit recognition that knowledge
production in archaeology is a Western scientific construct [86,87]. Thus, these programs are designed
to “complement and enrich oral histories and indigenous ways of knowing the past”, not
replace them ([86], p. 431).
However, the suggestion that indigenes can meet their needs by simply seeking employment within
the existing culture heritage arena or the tourist industry is not without considerable pitfalls. As a
recent auto-ethnographic account by Bunten [91] demonstrates, Indigenes involved in these industries
must face the dual reality of being considered a sell-out by other members of their culture while
simultaneously becoming a commodity themselves. Bunten calls this process self-commodification,
defined as “a set of beliefs and practices in which an individual chooses to construct a marketable
identity product while striving to avoid alienating him-or herself … Self-commodification, thus,
involves any type of product performance that requires the individual to adjust his or her values,
emotions, or both, to achieve an economic goal …” ([91], p. 381). Additionally, tourists’
preconceptions about what they will experience and what indigenes should ideally be like, create
inauthentic cultural experiences directed by tourists, and for tourists, not indigenes [91,92]. Thus, as
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Bunten argues, “[cultural] heterogeneity is erased in favor of a standardized tour script” ([91], p. 386).
This standardization leads to Indigenous culture being prepackaged, marketed, and sold in an effort to
meet the “expectations, fantasies, and mythologies" of the tourist/consumer ([93], p. 386).
4.3. Redefining Amazonia
The Amazon River basin holds a special place in the hearts and minds of ethnologists,
archaeologists, ecologists, and the general public. Given its immense size, ecological diversity, relative
impenetrability, and a common view that Amazonia represents a pristine natural environment that has
been impacted only minimally by humans prior to the modern era, the Amazon basin is frequently
invoked as a natural paradise that must be preserved from development at all costs. Such views were
formed at a time when our knowledge of Amazonian Indigenous cultures consisted of studies of
relatively small groups (in demographic terms) scattered throughout the dense forest canopy,
practicing a mixed form of subsistence economy based on foraging, fishing, and horticulture.
Given the small sizes and general isolation of these Indigenous groups, it was proposed that they
represented long-term cultural adaptations to local natural environments that had been relatively stable
over millennia. Furthermore, given the poor abilities of Amazonia soils to support intensive agriculture,
it was assumed that the carrying capacity of the natural environment had also acted to limit the growth,
and impact, of humans in Amazonia [94–96]. Thus, conventional wisdom was that the Amazon had
always been a wild “counterfeit paradise,” offering few environmental opportunities capable of
supporting anything more than small-scale, widespread, sporadic human occupations [97].
The only problem with these views is that recent archaeological research demonstrates that many
areas of the Amazon basin are almost completely anthropogenically-produced “artificial”
environments. Investigations by Michael Heckenberger and his colleagues in the Upper Xingu Valley,
and a team led by Clark Erickson in the Santa Ana de Yacuma region of Bolivia on the western edge
of the Amazon, have demonstrated that Amazonia was once home to much larger Amerind populations
than presently reside in the region. This research has also demonstrated that areas boasting some of the
highest levels of ecological diversity in Amazonia are the result of human-generated Amazonian Dark
Earth (ADE) (terra preta) soils produced by the introduction of organically enriched soils to augment
soil productivity and plant growth [96,98,99]. Erickson’s work also has shown that the western edges
of Amazonia supported large pre-Hispanic populations that utilized raised field agriculture similar to
that he identified in his earlier research in the Lake Titicaca basin, built complex earthworks, and
linked their communities with a complex series of artificial canals. The introduction of European
diseases early in the sixteenth century appears largely to have been responsible for dramatically
reducing Amazonia populations to their modern levels and the general abandonment of these
subsistence practices.
Thus, prior claims that Amazonian cultures had developed harmonious, non-intensive exploitation
strategies that left only minimal impacts on local environments have been refuted [54,55]. However, as
this new research demonstrates, these environmental exploitation strategies did not lead to
deforestation and threaten local ecological communities, but served to enhance them. Erickson’s
experimentation with restoration of these systems demonstrates not only the sustainability of these
practices, but their ability to produce greater levels of bio-diversity per square meter than are presently
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found in Amazonia [46–48]. Additionally, presumptions of the relative political sophistication and
sociopolitical scales of Amazonian cultures also must be reassessed [52,95]. As would be expected,
scholars in other disciplines have expressed skepticism of these findings given the challenge they
present to accepted dogma concerning both Amazonian ecosystems and the human impacts on
these environments. Rather than a negative, however, it is hoped that these findings will encourage
other scholars to engage in examinations of Indigenous environmental management systems as
“keys to future approaches to land use and land rights”, not only in the Amazon, but in other areas as well.
I would like to be explicit in stating that these recent findings do not suggest that protecting
Amazon basin environments and their human inhabitants are not critical priorities for
Western scientists. As Heckenberger ([95], p. 206) makes clear, “agro-pastoral expansion and other
development practices” present immediate threats for the “rapid degradation” of local
Amazonian environments. Heckenberger, Erickson, and others have used their emerging insights
concerning the enhancement of local biodiversity within the Amazon basin by anthropogenic means to
contrast these ancient practices with the destructive tendencies of modern development schemes in
the region. Such efforts highlight ways of intensifying land use to meet growing demands without
necessarily doing so extensively [100]. Initial results from the reintroduction of these practices suggest
they are capable of producing increased environmental diversity and restoring local forest cover, while
also generating greater profits—and requiring less capital-intensive investment—for Indigenous
peoples [46–48]. Although these new insights have forced us to change many long-accepted notions
about Amazonian environments and Indigenous cultures, they hold the promise of restoring both
sustainable environmental and cultural practices to the region.
4.4. Casino Development at Hickory Ground (Ocheopofau)
Although it would be wonderful if all archaeological engagements with Indigenous communities
resulted in the preservation of both environmental (and archaeological) resources and cultural
traditions, the expansion of global capitalism has convinced many groups that they can only
successfully preserve their cultural traditions by developing local environmental resources. In such
situations archaeologists commonly strive to serve extant community development needs while also
suggesting ways to preserve archaeological and other resources. An example from my own
archaeological research in Alabama with the Poarch Band of Creek Indians at the site of Hickory
Ground (Ocheopofau) (site number 1Ee199) demonstrates the inherent tensions that frequently
accompany such collaborations.
Hickory Ground served as the last capital of the Creek Nation in Alabama [101]. It also was home
to the last Creek council fire before the forced removal of most Creeks from their Southeastern
homelands to Indian Territory (Oklahoma) on the Trail of Tears in the 1830s—giving the site
heightened importance in the cultural memory and sacred geography of Creek peoples. When the site
was threated by private development in the early 1990s, the State of Alabama purchased the property
and transferred title to the Poarch Band of Creek Indians, the only Federally recognized Creek group in
the state. Although it was anticipated that the Poarch Band would preserve the site from development
given its importance in Creek history, when a twenty-year protective covenant expired in 2002, the
Poarch Band announced plans to build a casino and gaming complex on the site. Despite a firestorm of
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controversy surrounding the proposed casino from the Muscogee (Creek) Nation of Oklahoma, the
largest Federally recognized Creek group, and a coalition of non-Native American groups opposed to
the casino, the project continued [102,103].
Although I was not the principal investigator on this project, I assisted the project director, Dr. John
W. Cottier of Auburn University, by teaching four University of Illinois at Chicago summer field
schools at Hickory Ground. This archaeological research was undertaken under an Archaeological
Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA) permit and a programmatic agreement with the Poarch
Band that sought to focus our excavations within the planned footprint of the casino and its
supporting infrastructure. Unlike the vast majority of American archaeological research projects, all
field excavation and laboratory analysis methods received prior approval from the Tribal Historic
Preservation Office, with no human remains, burial goods, or other items deemed critical elements of
cultural patrimony by the Poarch Band, removed from tribal property. Thus, the Tribe was given
complete control over all aspects of the archaeological research and exerted this authority in a variety
of ways. The Poarch Band undertook reburial of all human remains and funerary objects on site,
retained control over all other cultural materials, project notes, maps, and other research records, and
maintains editorial supervision over the publication of detailed information regarding archaeological
investigations at the site.
Despite Tribal control over our archaeological investigations and the casino development at
Hickory Ground, there remains considerable disagreement among both Native American groups and
the professional archaeological community over development of the Hickory Ground site.
This situation has led to a series of grassroots efforts to halt additional development of the site,
including the formation of a “Save Hickory Ground” Facebook site [104], formal legal action by the
Muscogee (Creek) Nation of Oklahoma [105,106], and editorials in Native American media
disparaging the authenticity of any Native American group that would sacrifice their ancestral heritage
for the “White Man’s money” [103,107].
These disputes arose despite plans for the Hickory Ground casino complex that include an
interpretive center and site museum designed to tell the story of Hickory Ground and other aspects of
Creek history from a decidedly Creek perspective. Additionally, profits from the casino have permitted
the Poarch Band to address a series of chronically persistent social, political, and economic
issues, including: (1) the creation of several ancillary Tribal business enterprises that have effectively
eliminated unemployment among Tribal members; (2) the establishment of a college scholarship fund
that permits all members to attend college; (3) the purchase of other significant Creek archaeological
sites in Alabama to ensure their future conservation; (4) the creation of several cultural and language
preservation efforts to ensure the perpetuation of Tribal traditions; and (5) the distribution of economic
benefits among Tribal members to eliminate what has historically been one of the most povertystricken and politically marginalized minority groups in Alabama.
Although we had (and have) a range of concerns about the nature of these developments at Hickory
Ground, the overriding anthropological principles of autonomy, sovereignty, and respect for
Indigenous decision-making means that those involved in the project have tried to use their
professional skills to consult and advise the Tribe, without seeking to control their actions. Certainly
the development of an historically important archaeological site—itself a non-renewable
resource—represents a form of cultural loss for Creek peoples, but in the calculus of the Poarch Band,
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what development of this Hickory Ground means to current and future Tribal sustainability efforts
supersedes these concerns.
5. Conclusions
As I hope is clear from the previous discussion, cultures are dynamic, variable, lack well-defined
physical and historical boundaries, and always changing. There can be little doubt that the rapid pace
of change brought about by the present era of instant global communication, commodification, and
development represent a series of unique threats to Indigenous cultures. What is much less clear is
what we in the Western scientific community can do to counter these forces. As I assert throughout,
however, any effort we undertake must be made in collaboration with Indigenous groups rather than on
their behalf [108–111]. As Maffi ([112], p. 612) suggests, “Ultimately, the most fundamental impetus
for the protection and maintenance of biocultural diversity can come, not from top-down efforts, but
only from the ground-up action of Indigenous and other societies worldwide whose languages, cultural
identities, and lands are being threatened by global forces."
Many scholars—archaeologists and museologists in particular—have frequently marginalized
contemporary Indigenous voices regarding our recovery, interpretation, publication, display, and
curation or material elements far more closely related to their cultural ancestory than our own.
These situations are particularly acute in situations like that of Machu Picchu, where Western
institutions, Yale University in this case, have refused to return items of cultural patrimony out of a
sense that their commitment to the preservation of the object is greater than any of its responsibilities
to Indigenous descendant communities. Additionally, as the case of Machu Picchu further
demonstrates, the feeling that some things are so precious they can’t be entrusted to Indigenous hands
epitomizes the intellectual hubris of many Western actors and institutions [113–117].
As the archaeological case studies I summarize demonstrate (particularly my own at
Hickory Ground), results of collaborations with Indigenous peoples may not produce results that
resemble what we originally imagined. The past isn’t a foreign country after all, but serves as a potent
resource for crafting identities in the present. Western scholars engaged in cultural sustainability
efforts must be cognizant that they are dealing with fully modern peoples who freely mine their
ancestral cultures in myriad novel ways that variously assert, claim, and create modern identities.
Our goals should not be cultural stasis and isolation, but rather dynamic cultural revivals that benefit
from the past—and its unique historical cultural precedents–in creative assertions of identities in
the present.
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